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PAC – Northern
California Division
Farewell to Consul General Paulina Kapuścińska
By: Betsy Cepielik

Contact: Frank Milewski

L. - R. Grzybowski - 1st VP, Gavin Newsom
- Mayor of San Francisco, E. Martinek President, A Szafrański - Treasurer

The Annual Polish American Congress
of Northern California Division Meeting
was held on May 31st 2009 in the main
meeting room of the Church of Nativity
Parish on Fell Street in San Francisco.
President Zdzisław Zakrzewski
convened the meeting by making sure a
quorum existed, after which Mr. Matthew
Wrona was elected the independent chair
of the meeting.
The Secretary, Mr. Gabriel Michta, read
the minutes from last year’s annual
meeting. The Treasurer, Mr. Andrzej
Szafrański, presented the finances for the
previous year.
The 1st Vice-President, Mr. Richard
Grzybowski, presented proposed changes
in the current by-laws. These changes
included a change in the fiscal year
calendar, clarification of the length of
terms of board members to 2 years, the
President to 2 terms (4 years), and
assorted other clarifications. A copy of the
changes was presented to the members
present, who then later voted positively
upon them.
The President, Zdzisław Zakrzewski,
discussed how the role of the PAC has
changed over the years, from liberating
Poland from Communism and fighting for
its freedom, to integrating the various
organizations in Northern California. The
Congress had organized various events
integral to Polish Culture, including the
May 3rd Constitution Festival and
Independence Day celebrations. Mr.
Zakrzewski then voiced his personal
gratitude and recommendation of the
current board for its past service.
The Audit Committee, represented by
Mr. Zenon Fortuna, then presented its
confirmation of the financial standing of
the organization.
Mr. Wrona then presented the
candidates of the Nominating Committee
for the future board:
Edward Martinek, President
Richard Grzybowski, 1st Vice President
Teresa Forowicz-Fortuna, 2nd Vice
President
Andrzej Szafrański, Treasurer
Gabriel Michta, Secretary
National Directors
Edward Martinek
Richard Grzybowski
Edmund Lewandowski
Audit Committee
Zenon Fortuna
Jan Pawlak
Bronisław Kobierski
These candidates were then elected
unanimously by vote of the present
members.
The meeting was then turned over to
Mr. Martinek, who greeted everyone,
introduced himself and expressed
gratitude for the organization’s trust in the
new board and in himself.
Mr. Martinek then described his own
biography. He was born in Chicago of a
Polish father who fought in 1st Armored
Division of General Stanisław Maczek
during World War II. His mother was
born in France of Polish ancestry and
spoke Polish, as well as French and
English. The language at his home was
Polish. His current family continues to
speak Polish, which includes his 3 sons
and his wife, who was also born in
Poland. He was active in various Polish
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Marking the 65th
Anniversary of the
Warsaw Uprising – “The
Rising”

Les Wideryński

Consul General Paulina Kapuścińska (seated) with PAC Southern California Division officers
L. - Andrew Ettnger - President, Rich Wideryński - VP American Agenda
Natalia Kamińska - VP Polish Agenda, Teresa Dudzick - Treas., Grace Małolepsza - Sec’y.

On Sunday, July 19 the many friends of Consul General Paulina Kapuścińska gathered
at the lovely Long Beach home of Karen and Richard Wideryński to wish her a fond
farewell. The Wideryńskis provided an abundant amount of liquid refreshments and a
California style Taco Bar.
Richard Wideryński introduced the new President of the Polish American Congress of
Southern California, Andrew Ettinger, who is hopeful that he can fill the shoes of
Wideryński. Guest Tina Tagnazian spoke about Aquila Polonica and their venture of
translating Polish WWII books into English. The first book will be available in September
– “The Mermaid and the Messerschmitt” – first published in 1942. (More information
will be forthcoming.)
Karen Wideryński told of her feelings for Consul General Paulina Kapuścińska. She
feels that this Consul General has done a wonderful job and will be sorely missed.
Richard has worked very hard for Polonia for 16 years, and coincidentally their daughter
Sasha is now 16. Richard Wideryński said that there has been a very good relationship
with the Consul General and the PAC and the local Polonia.
He then introduced Miss Kapuścińska, who said that she is very grateful to be honored
at this celebration. Furthermore, she stated that “It has been a wonderful journey” and she
has met many wonderful people. She appreciates all that Mr. Wideryński has done for
Polonia, even with his family and career obligations. He is very devoted to Poland and
Polonia and she is so glad that they met and were able to work together.
It was a very lovely gesture of the Wideryńskis to once again open their home. Consul
General Kapuścińska will be leaving in mid August and will be missed by many. ❒
__________

It’s Official…
Andre Rieu Certified an “Authentic Bigot”
PAC Anti-Bigotry Committee

Contact: Frank Milewski

(718) 263-2700 – Ext. 105
Andre Rieu, the stellar fund raiser for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), has
officially been certified an “Authentic Bigot” by the Anti-Bigotry Committee of the
Polish American Congress.
The anti-bias group presented its official “Certificate of Authenticity” to PBS to have
the television network forward the document to their somewhat tarnished spokesman who
has just completed an extended concert tour in the United States.
Rieu disappointed and alienated many of his fans and followers when he decided to
embellish the customary format of his concerts by including a segment insulting Polish
Americans.
Rieu had one of his performers come on stage in a traditional Dutch folk costume
wearing her Dutch cap backwards and acting foolish. Rieu then went over to her and
adjusted her cap. He excused her clumsiness to the audience by claiming, “she’s from
Poland.”
When Rieu pulled this stunt in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, he raised the indignation of
the large Polish American community residing there which brought this matter to public
attention.
Some of the Polish Americans in the audience were so incensed by Rieu’s crude and
insensitive gaffe, they wrote to the mayor of his hometown in The Netherlands in protest.
The mayor of Maastricht apologized for the erratic and offensive behavior of his city’s
favorite son and added that he was grateful to the Polish Army who liberated The
Netherlands from German occupation in World War II.
In bestowing the title of “Authentic Bigot” on Rieu, the certificate reads: “This Son of
the Netherlands merits this unique designation for his refusal to respect the diversity of
American society by his public attempt to degrade everyone in the Polish ethnic group
during his visit to the United States.”
The Anti-Bigotry Committee is based in New York City and was established by the
Polish American Congress to fight prejudice and discrimination against Polish
Americans. Since 1944, the Congress has been the Polish American community’s
umbrella organization with its national headquarters in Chicago. ❒
__________

(718) 263-2700 – Ext. 105
Holocaust Documentation Committee
pacdny@verizon.net
New York, N.Y... Religious ceremonies
will open the Polish American
community’s commemoration of the 65th
anniversary of the Warsaw Uprising
which took place from August 1st to
October 3rd, 1944.
In the metropolitan New York area, it
will be a 12:00 noon mass at St.
Stanislaus Bishop & Martyr Church, 107
East 7th Street on Sunday, August 2nd.
Located on Manhattan’s Lower East Side,
it was the first church established by
Polish immigrants in the city.
The Warsaw Uprising was one of the
most brutal and bloody events Poland
suffered during the entire time it was
under German occupation in World War
II, according to Michael (Mietek)
Madejski, president of the New York
Chapter of Armia Krajowa (The Polish
Home Army) which fought the Germans
during that two-month battle. Mr.
Madejski is also a member of the
Holocaust Documentation Committee of
the Polish American Congress.
Polish resistance fighters launched the
action on August 1st as German forces
were retreating from the Russian front and
passing through Poland on their way back
to Germany.
The Poles’ objective was to recapture
their country’s capitol city and establish it
as a symbol of a free and independent post
-war Poland for which they sacrificed so
much.
But the two-month confrontation –
fought on the city’s streets, from within its
buildings and down in its sewers – ended
tragically for the people of Warsaw with
over 200,000 killed by the time it was all
over.
Adolf Hitler was so enraged by the
Uprising that he ordered Warsaw bombed
and burned to the ground. “It could have
turned out to be a momentous victory for
the heroes of Warsaw had it not been for
the treachery and deceit of the Soviet
Army after it arrived at the city’s outskirts
in pursuit of the fleeing Germans,” said
Madejski. As they camped outside, the
Russians urged the Polish underground
resistance to rise up against the Germans
while the Reds were to launch a
concurrent attack.
But as the Poles began their action, the
Communist Army – their so-called allies –
did nothing. The Soviets would not even
allow U.S. and British planes flying in
supplies to use the airfields they
controlled. It was a calculated ploy to hold
back and give the Germans enough time
to crush the Polish people with their
overwhelming military strength. It paved
the way for the Communists to eventually
take over a weakened Poland and
subjugate it until the return of democracy
in the elections of 1989, according to
Madejski.
The Warsaw Uprising of August, 1944
is often confused with the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising of April, 1943 which was
confined to the Jewish district of the city
and on a much smaller scale. ❒
__________
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